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Fiscal Systems Partners with MFA Oil Company
Huntsville, AL (July 15, 2016)  Fiscal Systems, provider of pointof sale systems to the nation’s
largest truck stop chains, announced today their partnership with MFA Oil. MFA Oil is using the
TravStar1 POS FleetLock System (CardLock).
The TravStar1 POS FleetLock System is the latest solution from Fiscal Systems that helps fuel
marketers increase their profits. Built on the same software that powers our nation’s largest
truckstops and cstores, the FleetLock System is an unattended fuel marketing solution that
includes a web portal, outdoor payment terminal, and site controller.
The web portal provides a realtime view of each site’s customer and sales activity, a convenient
way to manage one or several sites remotely, and historical sales reporting. All of the web portal
functions are available from a secure web browser in the office or on the road. In addition to
realtime data, the TravStar1 POS FleetLock System has automatic email notifications to enable
MFA Oil to remotely monitor and manage fueling sites.
“MFA Oil chose Fiscal after a vetting process of available vendors to replace our aged
unattended point of sale systems. Fiscal was chosen because of their hardware availability,
their ability to respond to programming needs required by MFA Oil, and the way they became
our partner, instead of just another vendor to MFA Oil,” said James Greer, VP of Supply &
Government Affairs. “As we move forward with Fiscal we feel confident they will be able to
respond to our needs with technology changes and industry changes such as EMV.”
About MFA Oil
MFA Oil is a farmer owned cooperative formed in 1929. MFA Oil has 40,000 member owners
and it a diverse cooperative. In addition to serving farmers with fuels, lubricants, and propane,
MFA Oil owns and operates 75 Break Time convenience stores, a growing Big O franchise with
15 locations, and 7 Jiffy Lube franchises. MFA Oil supports the communities we serve through
the MFA Oil Foundation Grant Program and scholarships through the MFA Foundation. The
cooperative has grown to be the 7th largest propane retailer and the 18th largest farm
cooperative in the United States.
About Fiscal Systems
For more than 30 years, Fiscal Systems has been developing and installing automation
solutions for fuel retailers, ranging from singlesite to national operators. The fuel retailing
platform installed at thousands of sites includes CStore POS, fueldesk POS, cardlock fuel
management system, scanning, pricebook, inventory management, age verification, and web
portal. More information available at www.fiscal.com.

